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Abstract

Scalability studies of parallel architectures have used scalar metrics to evaluate their performance. Very often, it
is difficult to glean the sources of inefficiency resulting from the mismatch between the algorithmic and architectural
requirements using such scalar metrics. Low-level performance studies of the hardware are also inadequate for
predicting the scalability of the machine on real applications. We propose a top-down approach to scalability study
that alleviates some of these problems. We characterize applications in terms of the frequently occurring kernels,
and their interaction with the architecture in terms of overheads in the parallel system. An overhead function is
associated with each artifact of the parallel system that limits its scalability. We present a simulation platform called
SPASM (Simulator for Parallel Architectural Scalability Measurements) that quantifies these overhead functions.
SPASM separates the algorithmic overhead into its components (such as serial and work-imbalance overheads), and
interaction overhead into its components (such as latency and contention). Such a separation is novel and has not
been addressed in any previous study using real applications. We illustrate the top-down approach by considering a
case study in implementing three NAS parallel kernels on two simulated message-passing platforms.
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1 Introduction

With rapid advances in technology, the past decade has witnessed a proliferation of parallel machines, both in industry

as well as in academia. Coupled with this evolution there has also been a growing awareness in the computer science

community to go beyond pure algorithmic work to the actual experimentation of parallel algorithms on real machines.

Algorithmic work has usually been based on abstract models of parallel machines that may not accurately capture

the features of the architecture that are important from the performance standpoint. While machine models used in

sequential algorithm design have been extremely successful in predicting the running time on uniprocessors within a

constant factor, experimentation has revealed that parallel systems1 do not enjoy the same luxury due to additional

degrees of freedom. Analytical models for parallel systems are even more difficult to build and often use simplistic

assumptions about the system to keep the complexity of such models tractable. Scalability is a notion frequently

used to signify the “goodness” of parallel systems. A good understanding of this notion may be used to: select the

best algorithm-architecture combination for a problem, identify algorithmic and architectural bottlenecks, predict the

performance of an algorithm on an architecture with a larger number of processors, determine the optimal number

of processors to be used for the algorithm and the maximum speedup that can be obtained, and glean insight on

the influence of the algorithm on the architecture and vice-versa to enable us understand the scalability of other

algorithm-architecture pairs.

Performance metrics such as speedup [2], scaled speedup [11], sizeup [28], experimentally determined serial

fraction [14], and isoefficiency function [15] have been proposed for quantifying the scalability of parallel systems.

While these metrics are extremely useful for tracking performance trends, they do not provide adequate information

needed to understand the reason why an algorithm does not scale well on an architecture. An understanding of the

interaction between the algorithmic and architectural characteristics of a parallel system can give us such information.

Studies undertaken by Kung [16] and Jamieson [13] help identify some of these characteristics from a theoretical

perspective, but they do not provide any means of quantifying their effects.

Several performance studies address issues such as latency, contention and synchronization. The limits on

interconnection network performance [1, 21] and the scalability of synchronization primitives supported by the

hardware [3, 19] are examples of such studies undertaken over the years. While such issues are extremely important, it

is necessary to put the impact of these factors into perspective by considering them in the context of overall application

performance. There are studies that use real applications to address specific issues like the effect of sharing in parallel

programs on the cache and bus performance [10] and the impact of synchronization and task granularity on parallel

1The term, parallel system, is used to denote an algorithm-architecture combination.
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system performance [6]. Cypher et al. [9], identify the architectural requirements such as floating point operations,

communications, and input/output for message-passing scientific applications. Rothberg et al. [23] conduct a similar

study towards identifying the cache and memory size requirements for several applications. However, there have been

very few attempts at quantifying the effects of algorithmic and architectural interactions in a parallel system.

Since real-life applications set standards for computing, it is meaningful to use the same applications for the

evaluation of parallel systems. We call such an application-driven approach as a top-down approach to scalability

study. The main thrust of this approach is to identify important algorithmic and architectural artifacts that impact

the performance of a parallel system, understand the interaction between them, quantify the impact of these artifacts

on the execution time of an application, and use these quantifications in studying the scalability of a parallel system

(section 2). To this end, we have developed a simulation platform called SPASM (Simulator for Parallel Architectural

Scalability Measurements), which identifies different overhead functions that help quantify deviations from ideal

behavior of a parallel system (section 3).

The following are the important contributions of this work:

� We propose a top-down approach to the performance evaluation of parallel systems.

� We define the notion of overhead functions associated with the different algorithmic and architectural charac-

teristics to quantify the scalability of parallel systems.

� We separate the algorithmic overhead into a serial component and a work-imbalance component. We also isolate

the overheads due to network latency (the actual hardware transmission time of a message in the network) and

contention (the amount of time spent in the network waiting for a resource to become free) from the overall

execution time of an application. We are not aware of any other work that separates these overheads in the

context of real applications, and believe that such a separation is very important for understanding the interaction

between algorithms and architectures.

� We design and implement a simulation platform that incorporates these methods for quantifying the overhead

functions.

This work is part of a larger project which aims at understanding the significant issues in the design of scalable

parallel systems using the above-mentioned top-down approach. In our earlier work, we studied issues such as task

granularity, data distribution, scheduling, and synchronization, by implementing frequently used parallel algorithms

on shared memory [25] and message-passing [24] platforms. In [27], we illustrate the top-down approach for the

scalability study of shared memory systems. In this paper, we conduct a similar study for message-passing systems.
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In a related paper [26] we evaluate the use of abstractions for the network and locality in the context of simulating

cache-coherent shared memory multiprocessors.

We illustrate the top-down approach through a case study, implementing three NAS parallel kernels [4] on two

message-passing platforms (a bus and a binary hypercube) simulated on SPASM. The algorithmic characteristics of

these kernels are discussed in Section 4, details of the two architectural platforms are presented in Section 5, and the

results of our study are summarized in Section 6. Based on these results we present the scalability implications for

these two systems with respect to these kernels in Section 7. Concluding remarks and directions for future research

are given in Sections 8 and 9.

2 Top-Down Approach

Adhering to the RISC ideology in the evolution of sequential architectures, we would like to use real world applications

in the performance evaluation of parallel machines. However, applications normally tend to contain large volumes

of code that are not easily portable, and a level of detail that is not very familiar to someone outside that application

domain. Hence, computer scientists have traditionally used parallel algorithms that capture the interesting computation

phases of applications for benchmarking their machines. Such abstractions of real applications that capture the main

phases of the computation are called kernels. One can go even lower than kernels by abstracting the main loops in

the computation (like the Lawrence Livermore loops [18]) and evaluating their performance. As one goes lower in

the hierarchy, the outcome of the evaluation becomes less realistic. Even though an application may be abstracted by

the kernels inside it, the sum of the times spent in the underlying kernels may not necessarily yield the time taken by

the application. There is usually a cost involved in moving from one kernel to another such as the data movements

and rearrangements in an application that are not part of the kernels that it is comprised of. For instance, an efficient

implementation of a kernel may need to have the input data organized in a certain fashion which may not necessarily

be the format of the output from the preceding kernel in the application. Despite its limitations, we believe that the

scalability of an application with respect to an architecture can be captured by studying its kernels, since they represent

the computationally intensive phases of an application. Therefore, we have used kernels in this study, in particular the

NAS parallel kernels [4] that have been derived from a large number of Computational Fluid Dynamics applications.

Parallel system overheads may be broadly classified into a purely algorithmic component (algorithmic overhead),

and a component arising from the interaction of the algorithm and the architecture (interaction overhead). The

algorithmic overhead is due to the inherent serial part [2] and the work-imbalance in the algorithm. Isolating these

two components of the algorithmic overhead would help in re-structuring the algorithm to improve its performance.
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Algorithmic overhead is the difference between the linear curve and that which would be obtained by executing

the algorithm on an ideal machine such as the PRAM [30] (the “ideal” curve in Figure 1). Such a machine

idealizes the parallel architecture by assuming an infinite number of processors, and unit costs for communication

and synchronization. Hence, the real execution could deviate significantly from the ideal execution due to overheads

such as latency, contention, synchronization, scheduling and cache effects. These overheads are lumped together

as the interaction overhead. To fully understand the scalability of a parallel system it is important to isolate the

influence of each component of the interaction overhead on the overall performance. For instance, in an architecture

devoid of network contention, the communication pattern of the application would dictate the latency overhead, and

its performance may lie between the ideal curve and the real execution curve (see Figure 1).

The key elements of our top-down approach for studying the scalability of parallel systems are:

� experiment with real world applications.

� identify parallel kernels that occur in these applications.

� study the interaction of these kernels with architectural features to separate and quantify the overheads in the

parallel system.

� use these overheads for predicting the scalability of parallel systems.

2.1 Implementing the Top-Down Approach

Scalability study of parallel systems is complex due to the several degrees of freedom that exist in them. Experimen-

tation, simulation, and analytical models are three techniques that have been commonly used for such studies. But

each has its own limitations. We adopted the first technique in our earlier work by experimenting with frequently

used parallel algorithms on shared memory [25] and message-passing [24] platforms. Experimentation is important

and useful for scalability studies of existing architectures, but has certain limitations. The underlying hardware is

fixed making it impossible to study the effect of changing individual architectural parameters, and it is difficult if

not impossible to separate the effects of different architectural artifacts on the performance since we are constrained

by the performance monitoring support provided by the parallel system. Further, monitoring program behavior via

instrumentation can become intrusive yielding inaccurate results.

Analytical models have often been used to give gross estimates for the performance of large parallel systems. In

general, such models tend to make simplistic assumptions about program behavior and architectural characteristics

to make the analysis using the model tractable. These assumptions restrict their applicability for capturing complex
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interactions between algorithms and architectures. For instance, models developed in [17, 29, 8] are mainly applicable

to algorithms with regular communication structures that can be predetermined before execution of the algorithm.

Madala and Sinclair [17] confine their studies to synchronous algorithms while [29] and [8] develop models for regular

iterative algorithms. However, there exist several applications [23] with irregular data access, communication, and

synchronization characteristics which cannot always be captured by such simple parameters. Further, an application

may be structured to hide a particular overhead such as latency by overlapping computation with communication.

It may be difficult to capture such dynamic program behavior using analytical models. Similarly, several other

models make assumptions about architectural characteristics. For instance, the model developed in [20] ignores data

inconsistency that can arise in a cache-based multiprocessor during the execution of an application and thus does not

consider the coherence traffic on the network.

The main focus of our top-down approach is to quantify the overheads that arise from the interaction between

the kernels and architecture and their impact on the overall execution of the application. It is not clear that these

overheads can be easily modeled by a few parameters. Therefore, we use simulation for quantifying and separating the

overheads. Experimentation is used in conjunction with simulation to understand the performance of real applications

on real architectures, and to identify the interesting kernels that occur in these applications for subsequent use in the

simulation studies. Simulation also has its limitations. It may not always be possible to predict system scalability

with simulation owing to resource (time and space) constraints. But we believe that simulation can complement the

analytical technique by using the datapoints obtained from simulation, which are closer to reality, as a feedback to

refine existing models for predicting the scalability of larger systems. Further, our simulator can also be used to

validate existing analytical models using real applications.

Our simulation platform (SPASM) provides an elegant set of mechanisms for quantifying the different overheads

discussed earlier. The algorithmic overhead is quantified by computing the time taken for execution of a given parallel

program on an ideal machine such as the PRAM [30] and measuring its deviation from a linear speedup curve.

Further, we separate this overhead into that due to the serial part (serial overhead) and that due to work imbalance

(work-imbalance overhead). The interaction overhead is also separated into its component parts. We currently do not

address scheduling overheads by assuming that the number of processes spawned in a parallel program is equal to the

number of processors in the simulated machine, and that a process is bound to a processor and does not migrate2. We

have also confined ourselves to message-passing platforms in this study, where synchronization and communication

are intertwined. Thus the interaction overhead is quantified using the latency overhead function and the contention

2We do not distinguish between the terms, process, processor and thread, and use them synonymously.
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overhead function that are described in the next section. In a shared memory platform, it would be interesting to

consider the impact of communication and synchronization in the algorithm on latency and contention separately but

such issues are beyond the scope of this paper. For the rest of this paper, we confine ourselves to the only two aspects

of the interaction overhead that are germane to this study, namely, latency and contention.

3 SPASM

SPASM (Simulator for Parallel Architectural Scalability Measurements) is an execution-driven simulator that enables

us to conduct a variety of scalability measurements of parallel applications on a number of simulated hardware

platforms. SPASM has been written using CSIM, a process oriented sequential simulation package, and currently runs

on SPARCstations. SPASM provides support for process control, communication and synchronization. The input to

the simulator are parallel applications written in C, which are compiled and linked with the simulator libraries.

Architectural simulators have normally tended to be very slow, making it tedious to get a wide range of data points

on realistic problems. Simulating the entire instruction set of a processor can slow down the simulation considerably.

Since the thrust of this study is to understand interesting characteristics of parallel machines and their impact on the

algorithm, instruction-level simulation is not likely to contribute extensively to this understanding. Hence, we have

confined ourselves to simulating the interesting aspects of parallel machines. The bulk of the processor instruction

streams is executed at the speed of the native processor (the SPARC in this case) and only those instructions that could

potentially involve the network are simulated by SPASM. Examples of such instructions include sends and receives

on a message-passing platform, and loads and stores on a shared memory platform. Such instructions are trapped

by our simulator and simulated exactly according to the semantics of these instructions on each particular platform.

SPASM reconciles the real time with the simulated time using these trapped instructions. Upon such a trap, SPASM

computes the time for the block of instructions that were executed at the native speed since the previous trap and

updates the simulation clock of the processor. This strategy has considerably lowered the simulation time which is

at most a factor of two compared to the real time for the applications considered. This strategy has also been used in

other recent simulation studies [5, 7, 22].

The novel feature of our simulation study is the separation of overheads in a parallel system. Providing the

functionality that is needed for such a separation requires a considerable amount of instrumentation. There exist

simulators in the public domain (such as Proteus [5]) that provide certain basic functionality. We have used CSIM as

the starting point since the programming effort to provide the needed functionality is comparable whether we used a

basic process-based simulation package such as CSIM or any other architecture simulator.
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Figure 2 depicts the architecture of our simulation platform. Each node in the parallel machine is abstracted

by a processor (PE), a cache module (Cache) and a network interface (NI). These three entities are implemented as

CSIM processes. The CSIM process representing a processor executes the code associated with the corresponding

thread of control in the parallel program. These processes execute at the speed of the native processor until they

encounter an instruction that needs to be trapped by the simulator like a load/store on a shared memory platform or a

send/receive on a message-passing platform. On a shared memory platform, the processor issues load/store requests to

its cache module. The cache module services the request, invoking the network interface if required. Since the shared

memory platform is beyond the purview of this study, we do not discuss any further details of its implementation.

On a message-passing platform, the processor interacts directly with the network interface. On a send, the processor

creates a message (a data structure) and places it in a mailbox. The network interface picks up the message from

the mailbox, determines the routing information, waits for the relevant links of the network to become free, accounts

for the software and hardware overheads, and delivers the message to the mailbox of the destination processor On a

synchronous receive, the processor blocks until a message appears in its mailbox.

The system parameters that can be specified to SPASM are: the number of processors (p), the clock speed of

the processor3, the hardware bandwidth of the links in the network, the switching delay, the software latency for

transmission of a message and the sustained software bandwidth.

3.1 Metrics

SPASM provides a wide range of statistical information about the program execution. It gives the total time (simulated

time) which is the maximum of the running times of the individual parallel processors. This is the time that would be

taken by an execution of the parallel program on the target parallel machine. Speedup using � processors is measured

as the ratio of the total time on 1 processor to the total time on � processors.

Ideal time is the total time taken by a parallel program to execute on an ideal machine such as the PRAM. It

includes the algorithmic overhead but does not include the interaction overhead. SPASM simulates an ideal machine

to provide this metric. As we mentioned in Section 2, the difference between the linear time and the ideal time gives

the algorithmic overhead.

A processor may wait for an event (such as a synchronization or a communication operation) even before the

event occurs. For the message passing platform being considered the only events are the sending and receiving of

messages. If a receive is posted prior to the matching send, then the difference between the two times is due to skews

3Even though we assume that each processor is a SPARC chip, we can vary the clock speed of the simulated chip which provides us with
a convenient mechanism for varying the computation to communication ratio and studying the scalability of future systems built with faster
processors.
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between the processors and is called the wait time of a processor. In an ideal machine, the wait time is entirely due to

the work-imbalance overhead, and is a metric provided by SPASM. The difference between the algorithmic overhead

and the work-imbalance overhead gives the serial overhead in the algorithm.

As mentioned in section 2, we would like to isolate the effects of latency and contention in the system. In a

network with no contention, the overhead of a message would be purely due to software and hardware latencies

for communication. Each processor performing a blocking receive is expected to see this latency when all other

conditions are ideal. The sum of all these overheads incurred by a processor is called the Network Latency ( ����� ��� ).
But this may not necessarily reflect the real latencies observed by a processor since some of it may be hidden by the

overlap of computation with communication. We call the latency observed by a processor as the latency overhead

function ( ���	� ��� ). SPASM gives the network latency of a processor as well as the latency overhead function seen by a

processor. SPASM measures the latter entity by time-stamping messages at the sending processor. SPASM checks to

see if the destination processor posted a receive for the message after it was sent in which case only a corresponding

part of the network latency is accounted for as the latency overhead. If the destination processor posted a wait for the

message before it was sent, then the entire network latency is charged to it as the latency overhead.

As with latency, SPASM provides information about the network contention ( ��
�� �� ) that a processor is supposed to

incur and the contention overhead function ( ����� ��� ) actually observed by the processor at the receiving end. Network

contention incurred by a processor is the sum of all the waiting times (due to network links not being available) for all

the messages that it receives. A processor may choose to hide a part of this contention by overlapping computation

with communication, or a processor may simply find a message already available when it posts a receive (in which

case it does not see any contention). The contention actually observed by a processor is called the contention overhead

function ( ����� ��� ). SPASM calculates this overhead using time-stamped messages and the time that would have been

taken by a message on a contention-free network (i.e. the network latency).

The wait time experienced by a processor on a real machine includes the work-imbalance overhead (a purely

algorithmic characteristic), as well as processor skews introduced due to the latency and contention experienced by

the earlier messages. Let us denote, the wait times due to work-imbalance, latency, and contention by ��� , ��� , and

��
 ; and the wait times measured by SPASM on an ideal machine, real machine with a contention-free network,

and the real machine by ��� , ��� , and ��� respectively. Then the component wait times can be computed using the

following expressions:

���������

����� ���"!#���
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From the above discussion, it follows that:
���������	��
��� ����� ��������
������ ��� � ��� � � � � ��� � ���

SPASM also provides statistical information about the network. It gives the utilization of each link in the network

and the average queue lengths of messages at any particular link. This information can be useful in identifying network

bottlenecks and for comparing the merits of different networks. Thus the metrics identified by SPASM quantify the

algorithmic overhead and the interesting components of the interaction overhead.

4 Algorithmic Characteristics

Kernels are abstractions of the major phases of computation in an application that account for the bulk of the execution

time. A parallel kernel is characterized by the data access pattern, the synchronization pattern, the communication

pattern, the computation granularity (which is the amount of work done between synchronization points), and the

data granularity (which is the amount of data manipulated between synchronization points). The last two together

define the task granularity of the parallel kernel. These attributes are as seen from the point of view of the individual

processors implementing the parallel kernel. If the parallel kernel is implemented using the message-passing style,

then the data access pattern becomes unimportant (except for any cache effects) since all data accesses are to private

memory. Further, the synchronization is usually merged with the communication in such an implementation. On the

other hand, if a shared memory programming style is used, the communication pattern is not explicit and gets merged

with the data access pattern.

The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) program at NASA Ames has identified a set of kernels [4] that

are representative of a number of large scale Computational Fluid Dynamics codes. In this study, we consider three

of these kernels for the purposes of illustrating the top-down approach using SPASM. In this section, we identify their

characteristics in a message-passing style implementation.

EP is the “Embarrassingly Parallel” kernel that generates pairs of Gaussian random deviates and tabulates the

number of pairs in successive square annuli. This problem is typical of many Monte-Carlo simulation applications.

The kernel is computation bound and has little communication among the processors. A large number of floating point

random numbers is calculated and a sequence of floating point operations is performed on them. The computation

granularity of this section of the code is considerably large and is linear in the number of random numbers (the

problem size) calculated. A data size of 64K pairs of random numbers has been chosen in this study. The operation
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performed on a computed random number is totally independent of the other random numbers. The processor assigned

to a random number can thus execute all the operations for that number without any external data. Hence the data

granularity is meaningless for this phase of the computation. Towards the end of this computation phase, a few

global sums are calculated by using a logarithmic reduce operation. In step



of the reduction, a processor receives

data from another which is a distance 2 � away and performs an addition of the received value with a local value.

The size of the data exchanged (data granularity) in these logarithmic communication steps is 4 bytes (an integer).

The computation granularity between these communication steps can lead to work imbalance since the number of

participating processors halves after each step of the logarithmic reduction. However, since the computation is a

simple addition, it does not cause any significant imbalance for this kernel. The amount of local computation in

the initial computation phase overshadows the communication performed by a processor suggesting a near linear

speedup curve on most machines (unless the processing speed is to reach unrealistic limits). Table I summarizes the

characteristics of the EP kernel.

IS is the “Integer Sort” kernel that uses bucket sort to rank a list of integers which is an important operation in

“particle method” codes. A list of 64K integers with 2K buckets is chosen for this study. The input data is equally

partitioned among the processors. Each processor maintains its own copy of the buckets for the chunk of the input

list that is allocated to it. Hence, updates to the buckets, for the chunk of data allocated to a processor, is an entirely

local operation to the processor. This computation phase is again linear in the problem size but the granularity of

the computation is not as intensive as in EP. The processing of each list element needs only the update (an integer

addition) of the corresponding local bucket. The buckets are then merged using a logarithmic reduce operation and

propagated back to the individual processors. The logarithmic operation takes place as in EP, the difference being

in the computation granularity and the data granularity (size of the messages exchanged). The message size (data

granularity) in the communication steps is 8Kbytes (2K integers). The computation granularity of the reduction is

not a simple addition as in EP, but involves an integer addition for each of the buckets. This can lead to non-trivial

algorithmic work imbalance depending on the chosen bucket size. The data size is chosen to be 64Kbytes with 2K

buckets to illustrate this work imbalance. Each processor then uses the merged buckets to calculate the rank of an

element in its chunk of the input list. This phase of the kernel exhibits the same characteristics as the first computation

phase (updating the local buckets). Table II summarizes the characteristics of the IS kernel.

CG is the “Conjugate Gradient” kernel which uses the Conjugate Gradient method to estimate the smallest

eigenvalue of a symmetric positive-definite sparse matrix with a random pattern of non-zeroes that is typical of

unstructured grid computations. A sparse matrix of size 1400X1400 containing 100,300 non-zeroes has been used in
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the study. This kernel lies between EP and IS with respect to computation to communication ratio requirements. The

sparse matrix and the vectors are partitioned by rows assigning an equal number of contiguous rows to each processor.

The kernel performs twenty five iterations in trying to approximate the solution of a system of linear equations using

the Conjugate Gradient method. Each iteration involves the calculation of a sparse matrix-vector product and two

vector-vector dot products. These are the only operations that involve communication. The computation granularity

between these operations is linear in the number of rows (the problem size) and involves a floating point addition

and multiplication for each row. The vector-vector dot product is calculated by first obtaining the intermediate dot

products for the elements in the vectors local to a processor. This is again a local operation with a computation

granularity linear in the number of rows assigned to a processor with a floating point multiplication and addition

performed for each row. A global sum of the intermediate dot products is calculated by a logarithmic reduce operation

(as in EP) yielding the final dot product. The computation granularity in the reduction is a floating point addition and

the data granularity is 8 bytes (size of a double precision number). For the computation of the matrix-vector product,

each processor performs the necessary calculations for the rows assigned to it in the resulting matrix (which are also

the same rows in the sparse matrix that are local to the processor). But the calculation involves the elements of the

input vector that are not local to a processor. Hence before the computation, the different portions of the input vector

present on different processors are merged globally using a logarithmic reduce operation and the complete vector is

replicated on each processor. The matrix-vector operation can then be carried out with entirely local operations. The

logarithmic reduce operation for the merging does not have any computational granularity, but the data granularity

doubles after each step of the operation. Initially the size of the messages is equal to the number of rows present on

each processor (11200/� bytes for 1400/� double precision numbers where � is the number of processors). After each

step, the size of this message doubles since a processor needs to send the data that it receives along with its own local

data to a processor that is at a distance a power of 2 away. Table III summarizes the characteristics for each iteration

of the CG kernel.

5 Architectural Characteristics

A uniprocessor architecture is characterized by: processing power as indicated by clock speed, instruction sets, clocks

per instruction, floating point capabilities, pipelining, on-chip caches, memory size and bandwidth, and input-output

capabilities. Parallel architectures have many more degrees of freedom making it difficult to study each artifact. Since

uniprocessor architecture is getting standardized with the advent of RISC technology, we fix most of the processor

characteristics by using the SPARC chip as the baseline for each processor in a parallel system. Such an assumption
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enables us to make a fair comparison of the relative merits of the interesting parallel architectural characteristics across

different platforms. Input-output characteristics are beyond the purview of this study.

To illustrate the top-down approach, we use two message-passing architectures with different interconnection

topologies: the bus and the binary hypercube. The bus platform consists of a number of nodes that are connected

by a single 64-bit wide bus. Each processor in a node consists of a SPARC processor with local memory. The bus

is an asynchronous Sequent-like bus (split transaction) with a cycle time of 150 nanoseconds. The cube platform

closely resembles an iPSC/860 in terms of its communication capabilities and uses the
�
-cube routing algorithm. The

nodes are connected by serial links with a bandwidth of 2.8 MBytes/sec in a binary hypercube topology. Message

transmission uses a circuit-switched wormhole routing strategy. We have chosen these two platforms because they

provide very different communication characteristics. The bus provides a much higher bandwidth compared to a

single link of the cube, but the latter is expected to provide more contention free transmission due to its multiple

links. The software overhead incurred is 100 microseconds per message which is keeping in trend with existing

message-passing machines.

Both platforms provide an identical message-passing interface to the programmer. They support blocking and

non-blocking modes of message transfer. The semantics of these modes are the same as those available on an iPSC/860

[12]. A blocking send blocks the sender until the message has left the sending buffer. Such a send does not necessarily

imply that the message has reached the destination processor or even entered the network. A blocking receive blocks

until the message from a corresponding send is completely in the receiving buffer. A non-blocking send does not

guarantee that the message has even left the user buffer and a non-blocking receive returns immediately to the user

program even if the message has not been received.

Many message-passing parallel programs are easier to write if the underlying system provides typed-messages

and selective blocking on typed-messages. Typed-messages make it easier to order messages instead of leaving the

burden to the programmer. Both our platforms support this elegant facility. On a message receive, the processor picks

up messages from its mailbox and queues them up until it finds a message of the type that it needs.

6 Performance Results

The simulationshave been carried out for the execution of the three NAS kernels on the two message-passing platforms.

We report results for two different processor speeds, one at the native SPARC speed and the second at 10 times the

native SPARC speed. Since the main focus of this paper is an approach to scalability study, we have not dwelled on

the scalability of parallel systems with respect to specific architectural artifacts to any great extent in this paper.
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Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the speedups of the three NAS kernels on the two hardware platforms. The curves

labeled “ideal” in these Figures have been calculated using the ideal time given by SPASM. The curves show the

maximum possible speedup that can be obtained for the given parallel program (a purely algorithmic characteristic).

As explained by the characteristics of these kernels in section 4, the “ideal” curve is observed to be almost linear for

the EP kernel (Figure 3) and close to linear for the CG kernel (Figure 5) up to 64 processors. For the IS kernel (Figure

4) with the given problem size, the work imbalance in the program dominates, yielding maximum performance at

around 30 processors. Further increase in number of processors results in a slowdown. The architectural overheads

arise due to communication in the problem and result in a deviation from the algorithmically predicted speedup curve

(labeled “ideal"). EP has a high computation to communication ratio thus yielding speedup curve (for both bus

and cube) close to the ideal speedup with the processor running at SPARC speed (1X). CG is more communication

bound showing speedup curves that are significantly worse than the ideal speedup curve. The deviations from the

ideal curve for IS lie between that for EP and CG. For this problem, the speedup curves are limited more by the

algorithm than by the architectural overheads. Increasing the processing speed to 10 times the SPARC speed (10X),

progressively reduces the computation to communication ratio for all kernels, thus yielding worse speedup curves

(see corresponding 1X and 10X curves in Figures 3, 4 and 5). The EP kernel, which uses short messages (4 bytes)

for its prefix computations, shows practically no difference in speedups between the bus and cube platforms. On the

other hand, the poor point-to-point bandwidth of the cube compared to the bus plays an important role in degrading

the performance of the other two kernels which send messages of larger lengths (see Bus 1X and Cube 1X curves in

Figures 3 and 4).

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the latency overhead of the architecture on the respective kernels with the processor

running at the native SPARC speed. These curves have been drawn for the processor that observes the maximum

latency in each case. In all the kernels, the network latency ( � � � ��� ) of a processor is almost identical to the latency

overhead function ( � � � ��� ) observed by a processor indicating that there is minimal overlap of computation with

communication. The communication in all three kernels occurs only in the logarithmic reduce operations. The

difference between them is in the size of messages exchanged in this operation and the bandwidth of the interconnect.

Since the number of messages received by a processor grows logarithmically with the number of processors, all curves

show a logarithmic behavior. The curves for latencies on the bus and the cube (see Figure 6) are almost identical

for EP. This is due to the short messages (4 bytes) used by EP for its data exchanges. The software overhead of

100 microseconds per message on both platforms is the more dominating factor obviating the difference in the two

hardware bandwidths. On the other hand, for IS and CG which send longer messages, there is a considerable disparity
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between the bus and cube for network latency (see Figures 7 and 8).

Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the contention overhead of the architectures for the respective kernels with the processor

running at the native SPARC speed. A logarithmic reduce operation exchanges messages between processors that are

separated by a distance that is a power of two. Such an operation can be elegantly mapped on the cube to be entirely

contention free. On the other hand, all the messages have to be sequentially handled on the bus giving rise to growing

contention with increasing number of processors. As with latency, the network contention curves ( � 
 � ��� ) and the

contention overhead curves ( ����� ��� ) are almost identical for the three kernels. There is negligible hiding of contention

due to overlap of computation with communication. Only IS exhibits any hidden contention for the 64 processor case

(around 5% of the overall contention). The shape of the curves shows that the contention overhead on the bus grows

faster than linear for all three kernels. Latency, which is a logarithmically growing function, is soon overtaken by the

faster than linear growing contention function (at around 40 processors for IS and at around 12 processors for CG).

Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the breakup of times due to algorithmic and interaction overheads for the three kernels

on the bus. Figures 15, 16 and 17 depict the same information for the cube. The timings shown are for a representative

processor which executes the workload that is characteristic of the specific kernel. Note that this may not necessarily

be the one that takes the longest time nor the one that experiences the maximum overheads. It is the processor that

spends maximum time for computation among all the parallel processors. For EP, the overheads are marginal and

the bulk of the time is largely due to computation in the algorithm. For the other two kernels on the bus, contention

becomes a bigger problem than latency with increasing number of processors as explained earlier. For large number

of processors, a considerable wait time is seen. The kernels consist of computation phases and communication phases.

All the computation phases are load balanced among the processors and they arrive at a communication phase around

the same time. The work-imbalance overhead ( ��� ) is mainly due to the logarithmic reduce operation where the

number of processors participating is halved at each step. This intuitively suggests that the most of the wait time is

due to latency ( ��� ) and contention ( � 
 ) incurred in previous messages. The measurements (see Tables IV and V)

confirm this intuition. These measurements are for 64-node bus and cube systems for all three kernels.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 also show the relative impact of latency and contention overhead functions on performance.

For smaller number of processors, latency is a more dominant factor than contention in limiting performance. But as

mentioned earlier, the latency grows logarithmically (because of the structure of the algorithms) and is soon superseded

by the faster than linear growing contention overhead function. This transition occurs at around 40 processors for IS

and at around 12 processors for CG on the bus platform. Latency and contention overheads have very little effect on

the performance of EP.
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To understand the effect of varying the bus bandwidth on the contention overhead function, we simulate a 64-node

bus platform for the three kernels and vary the cycle time of the bus. Figure 18 shows the result of this simulation. The

overheads are given in seconds for CG, in milliseconds for IS and in microseconds for EP. An interesting observation

from this graph is that the contention overhead seen by a processor increases linearly with an increase in the bus cycle

time. The contention overhead is affected the least for CG even though the net contention seen by a processor is the

maximum of the three kernels (see Figure 18). IS exhibits the maximum change in contention overhead while EP

falls in between.

6.1 Validation

We validate our simulation by executing the kernels on comparable parallel machines, and present sample validation

results in this subsection. Figures 19, 20 and 21 compare the execution times for the EP, IS and CG kernels respectively

on an iPSC/860 and on SPASM simulating an iPSC/860. The curves are identical for EP while there is around a

10-15% deviation for CG and around 15-20% deviation for IS. However, the shapes of the real and simulated curves

are very similar indicating that trends predicted by the simulation are accurate within a constant factor. The deviation

is largely due to inaccuracies in our estimation of the time taken for execution of the processor instruction streams.

As mentioned in section 3, we use the special (simulated) instructions to update the simulation clock of a processor

for the instructions that are executed at the speed of the native processor. If we are to use UNIX system calls to

measure this time interval, then we are limited by the least count of the UNIX timers. The least count of the UNIX

timer calls on the SPARCstation is in milliseconds and this can severely impact our measurements. Hence, we have

resorted to calculating these time quanta manually and introducing the appropriate instrumentation code in our source

programs. These manual measurements may have contributed to the inaccuracies in the estimation. We propose to

use the augmentation technique used in other similar simulation studies [5, 7] to overcome these inaccuracies.

7 Scalability Implications

In this section we illustrate how the top-down approach, in particular the overhead functions defined by the simulator,

can be used for drawing conclusions regarding the scalability of a parallel system. It should be noted that these

scalability projections are purely in the context of the specific algorithm-architecture pairs. For each of the three

kernels, we discuss how the overhead functions are expected to grow with system size (both the number of processors

as well as the problem size) based on the datapoints collected using the simulator. The computation time and the

overhead functions are determined by interpolating these datapoints for each kernel. In reality, these functions are
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dependent on all aspects of a parallel system. However, for the sake of simplicity of analysis we express these as

functions of the number of processors in the parallel system. The coefficients of these functions are constants for a

given problem size and a given set of system parameters (such as link bandwidth).

7.1 EP Kernel

Table VI gives the computation time and the overhead functions for the EP kernel. Based on these functions, we can

make the following observations:

� The computation time scales down linearly with the number of processors. In addition, it outweighs all the

overheads and hence is the dominant factor in the execution time as can be seen from the coefficients associated

with these functions.

� Since the communication is confined to the logarithmic global sum operation, the latency overhead grows

logarithmically with the number of processors. The coefficients for the latency overhead on the bus and cube

are the same since EP uses small sized messages (4 bytes) for this operation.

� On the cube, there is no contention overhead for the logarithmic communication operation while it grows

linearly with the number of processors on the bus. However, the associated coefficient is so small that its effect

is negligible in absolute terms as well as relative to the latency overhead. The contention overhead becomes

dominant compared to the latency only beyond several thousand processors.

� As is shown in Tables IV and V, the wait time is more dependent on the latency overhead than contention for

this kernel, thus growing logarithmically with system size.

From these observations, we can conclude that the bus and cube systems scale well with the number of processors

for the EP kernel. Even for a relatively small problem size (64K in this case), it would take nearly a 1000 processors

for the overheads to start dominating. While an increase in the problem size would increase the coefficient associated

with the computation time, it does not have any effect on the coefficients of the other overhead functions. Therefore

the bus and cube systems scale well with the problem size as well for this kernel.

7.2 IS Kernel

Table VII gives the computation time and the overhead functions for the IS kernel. Based on these functions, we can

make the following observations:
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� In the ideal execution of the IS kernel, the computation time scales down logarithmically with the number of

processors.

� As with EP, the latency overhead function is logarithmic for IS. The difference being that the coefficients for

this function are different for the bus and the cube. Since the individual link bandwidths on the cube are lower

than the bus bandwidth, the longer messages used by IS incur a larger latency on the cube.

� The logarithmic communication does not incur any contention on the cube. But on the bus, the contention

grows quadratically with the number of processors and exceeds the latency overhead beyond 40 processors.

� The wait time on the cube is purely dependent on the latency overhead (Table V) and is thus logarithmic. On

the other hand, the wait time on the bus depends on the latency and contention overheads (Table IV) and the

resulting function thus lies in between these two overhead functions.

From the above observations, we can conclude that the bus and cube systems are not scalable with respect to

the IS kernel. For the bus system, the contention function (being quadratic) starts dominating the computation time

with increasing system size. On the cube, despite the lack of contention, the coefficient associated with the latency

overhead is significant compared to that associated with the computation time and becomes the limiting factor with

increasing number of processors.

An increase in the problem size will increase the coefficients associated with the computation time as well as

the latency overhead (since the messages in IS are dependent on the problem size). For the bus system, Figure 18

indicates that the contention increases linearly with the link latency. Therefore, increasing the problem size is likely

to make both the cube and the bus systems less scalable for this kernel.

7.3 CG Kernel

Table VIII gives the computation time and the overhead functions for the CG kernel. Based on these functions, we

can make the following observations:

� The computation time scales down linearly with the number of processors.

� As with the previous two kernels, the latency overhead is logarithmic in the number of processors.

� The contention overhead on the bus increases linearly with the number of processors and becomes the limiting

factor beyond 10 processors. On the cube, contention is non-existent.
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� The wait time on the cube is a logarithmic function (since there is no contention), while it is a linear function

on the bus (since contention dominates latency in this case).

Even though the computation time for the CG kernel scales down linearly with the number of processors, the

hardware overheads limit the scalability of this parallel system. However, increasing the problem size has a favorable

impact on scalability of this kernel for both platforms. While the coefficient associated with the computation time

increases quadratically with the problem size, those associated with latency and contention are likely to grow only

linearly. Therefore, increasing the problem size is likely to make both the cube and the bus systems more scalable for

this kernel.

8 Concluding Remarks

We have proposed a top-down approach to separate and quantify the different overheads in a parallel system that

limit its scalability. We have used a combination of execution-driven simulation and experimentation to implement

this approach. We use experimentation to understand the performance implications of real applications on real

architectures, and to identify interesting kernels occurring in such applications. The kernels are then used in our

simulation to separate the different overheads that cause non-ideal behavior. We have developed a simulation platform

(SPASM) to conduct this study. SPASM provides an elegant way of isolating the algorithmic overhead and interaction

overhead in a parallel system, and further separating them into their respective components. We illustrated our

approach by simulating the NAS parallel kernels on a bus-based and a hypercube-based message-passing platform on

SPASM, and isolated the algorithmic effects such as serial and work-imbalance overheads and the interaction effects

such as latency and contention.

9 Future Work

Currently, we are limited by the resource constraints inherent in sequential simulation for simulating large parallel

systems. We are exploring the viability of both conservative and optimistic methods of parallel simulation on different

hardware platforms for overcoming this limitation. There are several interesting directions for extending this work.

One is to identify and quantify other overheads in a parallel system such as scheduling, synchronization, and caching.

Another direction is to include a wider range of hardware platforms and a broader application domain.
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Phase Description Comp. Gran. Data Gran.
1 Local Floating Pt. Opns. Large N/A
2 Global Sum Integer Addition 4 bytes

Table I: Characteristics of EP

Phase Description Comp. Gran. Data Gran.
1 Local bucket updates Small N/A
2 Global bucket merge Small 8K bytes
3 Local bucket updates Small N/A

Table II: Characteristics of IS

Phase Description Comp. Gran. Data Gran.
1 Local Floating Pt. Opns Medium N/A
2 Matrix-Vector Product

a) Global Vector Merge N/A � 11200 � ����� 2 � in step



b) Local Matrix-Vector Product Medium N/A
3 Vector-vector dot product

a) Local vector-vector dot product Small N/A
b) Global Sum Floating Pt. Addition 8 bytes

4 Local Floating Pt. Opns Medium N/A
5 same as phase 3
6 Local Floating Pt. Opns Medium N/A

Table III: Characteristics of CG
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Kernel ��� ��� � 

EP 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%
IS 0.0% 31.1% 68.9%
CG 0.4% 34.4% 65.2%

Table IV: Wait Times on the Bus

Kernel ��� ��� � 

EP 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%
IS 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%
CG 0.2% 99.8% 0.0%

Table V: Wait Times on the Cube

EP Bus Cube
Comp. Time 3873 � � 3873 � �
Latency 1 � 1 log � 1 � 1 log �
Contention 0 � 15 � 10 � 3 �

� � 2 � 0
Wait log � log �

Table VI: EP : Overhead Functions (in millisecs)

IS Bus Cube
Comp. Time 717 ��� 1 � log ��� 717 ��� 1 � log ���
Latency 2 � 5 log � 28 � 9 log �
Contention 0 � 01 � � 2 0
Wait 2 � 28 � �

� � 2 � 26 log �

Table VII: IS : Overhead Functions (in millisecs)

CG Bus Cube
Comp. Time 48146 � � 48146 � �
Latency 65 log � 500 log �
Contention 45 � �

� � 2 � 0
Wait 75 � �

� � 2 � 1400 log �

Table VIII: CG : Overhead Functions (in millisecs)
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Figure 7: IS: Latency
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Figure 8: CG: Latency
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Figure 19: EP on Cube: Validation
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Figure 20: IS on Cube: Validation
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Figure 21: CG on Cube: Validation
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